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Abstract: Informative spectral bands for green leaf area index (LAI) estimation in two crops were
identified and generic models for soybean and maize were developed and validated using spectral
data taken at close range. The objective of this paper was to test developed models using Aqua and
Terra MODIS, Landsat TM and ETM+, ENVISAT MERIS surface reflectance products, and simulated
data of the recently-launched Sentinel 2 MSI and Sentinel 3 OLCI. Special emphasis was placed
on testing generic models which require no re-parameterization for these species. Four techniques
were investigated: support vector machines (SVM), neural network (NN), multiple linear regression
(MLR), and vegetation indices (VI). For each technique two types of models were tested based
on (a) reflectance data, taken at close range and resampled to simulate spectral bands of satellite
sensors; and (b) surface reflectance satellite products. Both types of models were validated using
MODIS, TM/ETM+, and MERIS data. MERIS was used as a prototype of OLCI Sentinel-3 data which
allowed for assessment of the anticipated accuracy of OLCI. All models tested provided a robust
and consistent selection of spectral bands related to green LAI in crops representing a wide range
of biochemical and structural traits. The MERIS observations had the lowest errors (around 11%)
compared to the remaining satellites with observational data. Sentinel 2 MSI and OLCI Sentinel 3
estimates, based on simulated data, had errors below 8%. However the accuracy of these models
with actual MSI and OLCI surface reflectance products remains to be determined.

Keywords: leaf area index; neural network; vegetation index; Landsat; Aqua; Terra; Sentinel-2 MSI;
Sentinel-3 OLCI; support vector machine; uninformative variable elimination technique

1. Introduction

Green leaf area index (LAI) represents the potential surface area available for leaf gas exchange
between the atmosphere and the terrestrial biosphere [1]. It is an important parameter governing many
physical and biological processes of the vegetation such as the interception of light and water, transfer
of light through the canopy, transpiration, photosynthesis, autotrophic respiration, and carbon and
nutrient cycles.

One of the main constraints limiting more widespread remote estimation of LAI is the paucity of
models that are applicable for different crops with no re-parameterization (e.g., [2–4]). This issue is
essential for crop monitoring when the spatial resolution of the satellite is comparable to or less than
typical field sizes. It is a challenging task to develop such models due to the wide variability in crop
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structure, leaf angle distribution, and pigmentation that changes between varieties of the same species,
and also varies widely during the growing season.

There are two major approaches for estimating LAI (e.g., [2]). The first uses statistical models to
quantify relationships between LAI and canopy reflectance. Such methods include vegetation indices
(VI) (see for review [3,4]), as well as more sophisticated statistical and chemometrics techniques, e.g.,
different types of regression (e.g., [5,6]), artificial neural networks (e.g., [7]), and kernel-based methods,
such as support vector regression (e.g., [8]). The second major approach uses radiative transfer models
(RTM) with different inversion strategies [9–12].

VI-based methods often use combinations of NIR and red bands (e.g., [13,14]). Haboudane et al., [15],
in addition to red and NIR, employed a green band in order to achieve higher accuracies of LAI
estimation. Based on hyperspectral reflectance data taken at close range and from aircraft, Viña et al. [16]
and Nguy-Robertson et al. [17] showed that chlorophyll-related VIs using NIR and either red edge or
green ranges of the spectrum were able to accurately estimate LAI in the contrasting crops maize,
soybean, potato, and wheat, with no re-parameterization. However, using four machine learning
regression techniques, Verrelst et al. [6,18] showed that all four of these techniques outperformed
VIs in LAI estimation. The normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of LAI estimation in
Verrelst et al. [18] stabilized around 20% and accurate LAI estimation using simulated data was
achieved at the highest Sentinel-2 spatial resolution of 10 m with only four bands—blue, green, red,
and NIR.

Bacour et al. [19] used a neural network (NN) approach to jointly estimate several biophysical
properties, including LAI, from MERIS data. The NN was trained over a synthetic dataset made of
RTM simulations by the PROSPECT and SAIL models. The model was tested using MERIS data in a
wide range of vegetation types, including crops, and the results were remarkably accurate. However,
it was also noted that, due to the limited number of validation points used, it was difficult to draw
definitive conclusions on the widespread applicability of the results.

The performance of the approaches based on RTM is largely dependent on the realism of the
simulations and assumptions, particularly regarding the description of canopy architecture (e.g., [2,20]).
Richter et al. [20] showed that the use of a generic NN model trained by RTM-simulated data
designed to operate evenly on any vegetation type may have its limits. They tested the potential
of Sentinel 2 data for the operational estimation of LAI in two contrasting crops (sugar beet and
maize). The results of LAI estimation were accurate for sugar beet and much less accurate for maize,
thus demonstrating the importance of using an appropriate (or appropriately-parameterized) RTM
for each crop. Richter et al. [12] used data from a field campaign to determine the optimal spectral
sampling from available MSI Sentinel 2 bands applying inversion of a RTM (PROSAIL) with a look-up
table and a NN to estimate LAI in several crops. Employing seven to eight band combinations,
with the most frequently-selected MSI wavebands located in the near infrared and red edge spectral
regions, NRMSE of the LAI estimation was 12%. They concluded that the main problem remains the
appropriate radiative transfer model; PROSAIL has limitations, especially for crops in growth stages
where clumping occurs or when the underlying soil and row structures affect the spectral signal.

The promising results obtained using statistical and RTM approaches require validation using
satellite data. The main goal of this paper is a re-evaluation, at the satellite scale, of the results of a
previous paper [21] where hyperspectral data taken at close range was used to identify informative
spectral bands for LAI estimation in two crops and generic models for soybean and maize were
developed and validated using four techniques: support vector machine (SVM) regression, neural
network (NN), multiple linear regression (MLR), and vegetation indices (VI). This study seeks to
confirm these techniques for estimating LAI from MODIS, TM/ETM+, MERIS data, as well as from
data taken at close range and resampled to spectral bands of the multi-spectral instrument (MSI) and
ocean and land cover instrument (OLCI). The accuracy of the models was assessed using MODIS,
TM/ETM+, and MERIS data collected from 2001–2012. Eight years of MERIS data served as a prototype
of the recently-launched OLCI aboard Sentinel 3. Assessment of the accuracy of LAI estimation by
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the recently-launched MSI aboard Sentinel 2 was done using reflectance taken at close range and
resampled to MSI spectral bands.

2. Methods and Data

2.1. Study Area

The study area included three 65-ha fields within the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL)
Carbon Sequestration Program [22] located at the UNL Agricultural Research and Development Center
near Mead, Nebraska, USA, under different management conditions from 2001 to 2012. This set
of three sites is a part of the AmeriFlux network. The US-Ne1 site is continuous irrigated maize.
The US-Ne2 site was irrigated and from 2001 to 2008 on a maize/soybean rotation. From 2009 to
2012 US-Ne2 was converted to continuous maize with residue removal. The US-Ne3 site is a rainfed
maize/soybean rotation. All sites were fertilized and treated with herbicide/pesticides following
UNL’s best management practices for eastern Nebraska. The data include a wide variety of climatic
conditions, hybrids, water treatments, soil moisture, yield, dynamic range of LAI, etc. Additional
details on the study sites can be found in [23].

2.2. Leaf Area Index Measurement

The green LAI was determined from the leaf area calculated from plants harvested from a 1 m
length of one or two rows (6 ± 2 plants) from six small (20 m × 20 m) plots established in each field.
The plants were sampled from each field every 10–14 days between emergence and crop maturity (with
the exception of the 2010 season which ended after DOY 255 due to heavy crop damage following
a hail storm). The plants collected were transported on ice to a laboratory for visual separation into
green and dead leaves [24]. The area of the green leaves per plant was measured using an area meter
(LI-3100, Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). Green LAI was determined by multiplying the green leaf area
per plant by the plant population within the sampling plot. The green LAI values from all six plots
were averaged to provide a field-level green LAI. The green leaf area index used here only considers
the area of the green leaves. Stem surface area, reproductive organ (tassel, ear) surface area, and leaf
sheath area have not been included in the green LAI values. The stem (and/or leaf sheath) surface
areas may add as much as 15% more to the value of the green LAI in maize at midseason. To the extent
that these additional canopy components affect canopy optical properties they would contribute to
noise in the reflectance versus LAI relationships. This noise source would most likely increase as the
growing season progressed as tassel, ear, and stem surface areas become larger components of the
canopy “total foliage” area index. In addition, the visual separation of canopy leaf area into green
and non-green classes is inherently subjective and, thus, it is likely an additional noise source in the
relationships developed from the data sets [25,26]. Further details on the quantification of green leaf
area index at the study sites are in [27].

Since the green LAI of crops changes gradually during the growing season, destructive green
LAI measurements for maize and soybean were interpolated using a spline function using known
values of green LAI on sampling dates for each field in each year [28]. Interpolated green LAI values
were then obtained for the dates when reflectance measurements did not coincide with the dates of
destructive green LAI measurements. This method of interpolation sometimes produces negative
green LAI values; therefore, only green LAI values above 0.2 m2·m−2 were used in the calibration and
validation of the green LAI models presented below.

2.3. Hyperspectral Data

Hyperspectral reflectance was collected using an all-terrain sensor platform, with a dual-fiber
system and two Ocean Optics USB2000 radiometers (Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) [29,30].
One fiber was fitted with a cosine diffuser to measure incoming downwelling irradiance and the
second fiber measured upwelling radiance from the canopy. The field of view of the downward-facing
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sensor was kept constant during the growing season (approximately 2.4 m in diameter) by placing
the radiometer at a height of 5.5 m above the top of the canopy. An average of ten reflectance spectra
was collected at each of 36 fixed points along access roads into each of the fields on each sampling
date. Measurements took about 30 min per field. The two radiometers were inter-calibrated using a
Spectralon standard immediately before and immediately after measurement in each field (details are
in [16,28]).

Reflectance measurements were carried out during the growing season each year over the
eight-year period beginning at sowing when LAI was zero. This resulted in a total of 266 reflectance
spectra for maize and 133 spectra for soybean, which were representative of a wide range of green
LAI variation found in maize and soybean cropping systems (up to 6.5 m2·m−2 for maize and up
to 6.2 m2·m−2 for soybean). The hyperspectral reflectance spectra were resampled to simulate the
spectral responses of MODIS, TM/ETM+, MERIS, OLCI, and MSI.

2.4. Satellite Data

MODIS, Thematic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), and MERIS data
were utilized in this research to validate the models developed (a) using in situ reflectance data and
(b) satellite surface reflectance products. A summary of the number of sample points collected from
each sensor for each crop is presented in Table 1. The MODIS 250 m eight-day products were utilized
(MYD09Q1 and MOD09Q1). The MODIS eight-day products were atmospherically corrected and the
optimal surface reflectance pixel within each eight-day window was identified using a constrained
view-angle maximum value composite method [31]. The date of pixel acquisition was used to minimize
temporal errors matching satellite with ground observations [32]. Due to the potential of mixed pixels
with surrounding non-agricultural land-cover, 250 m spatial resolution MODIS data containing only
the red and NIR bands were used. The study area was within tile h10v04 and each field was comprised
of nine pixels. The high temporal resolution of MODIS allowed for a large dataset (n = 3599) for model
validation. The method for selecting optimal pixels was similar to that of Sakamoto et al. [33] with
one exception. This study excluded poor quality pixels identified by the QA flags (i.e., cloud, cloud
shadow) within 1 km (i.e., four pixels) of the study site.

Table 1. Summary of sample size (n) and maximal green leaf area index (LAI) in m2·m−2 for in situ
and satellite imagery data sets for both maize and soybean.

Sensor Years Acquired Crop n Maximum LAI

In situ 2001–2008
Maize 266 6.48

Soybean 133 6.15

MODIS 2001–2012
Maize 2693 6.72

Soybean 906 6.08

TM and ETM+ 2001–2008
Maize 167 6.29

Soybean 44 5.73

MERIS 2003–2011
Maize 61 6.26

Soybean 14 4.45

The Landsat images were L1t files that were acquired between 2001 and 2008 and identified as
cloud-free. Using the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System provided through
GSFC/NASA [34], the digital numbers from the L1t products were converted to top of atmosphere
reflectances and then atmospherically corrected to produce a surface reflectance product. The median
value of the pixels (n > 500) from each field was used as the field-level reflectance for each image.
The Landsat TM and ETM+ sensors have identical blue (450–520 nm), green (520–600 nm), and red
(630–690 nm) visible spectral bands. The NIR bands in both Landsat sensors are similar; however, the
ETM+ sensor is slightly narrower (TM: 760–900 nm; ETM+: 770–900 nm) and the TM NIR band was
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used in band simulation for Landsat. While Landsat has a higher spatial resolution than MODIS (30 m
vs. 250 m), the temporal resolution is much lower than MODIS. Therefore, fewer points (n = 211) were
collected over the study area for the Landsat dataset. Details for processing the Landsat imagery are in
Gitelson et al. [35].

The MERIS images for the sites were collected during the life of the Envisat mission between
2003 and 2011. The level 2 full-resolution geophysical products for ocean, land, and atmosphere
(MER_FR__2P) MERIS products were converted from the Envisat N1 product to GeoTIFF using Beam
VISAT (v. 4.11, Brockmann Consult and contributors). The remaining processing steps were conducted
in ArcGIS (v. 10.2, ESRI, Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) using Python’s integrated development environment,
IDLE, (v. 2.7.3 Python Software Foundation). Quality control flags (band 32 in the MER_FR__2P
product) indicating contamination (e.g., clouds, cloud shadows) or other issues (input/output errors)
within 3 km (10 pixels) of the study sites were used to discard the corresponding pixels. Even with
this simple processing, some of the remaining pixels were still impacted by haze due to the poor
atmospheric correction over land when fog was high [36]. To minimize noise in the MERIS dataset
caused by haze, any pixel with an aerosol optical thickness at 443 nm (band 26 of the MER_FR__2P
product) greater than 0.1 was excluded from analysis. The central pixel from each study site was
selected. Because of the issues with the existence of atmospheric haze and the longer revisit time
between images, the MERIS data set was the smallest (n = 75) of the three satellite data sets used in
this study.

2.5. Techniques and Analysis

Four statistical techniques were investigated for green LAI estimation in the two crops (maize
and soybean) combined: artificial neural network (NN), support vector machine regression (SVM),
multiple linear regression (MLR), and vegetation indices (VI). All four techniques were implemented
using MATLAB (V. 8.6.0.267246, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). NN are widely used for the
estimation of vegetation biophysical properties due to high computational efficiency and the ability
to approximate complex non-linear functions accurately [19,37–40]. The data were rescaled in the
range of 0 to 1 before using the NN technique. The chosen NN for this study was a standard two-layer
feed-forward network with sigmoid transfer functions. The stopping criteria included the performance
error (10−5), minimal gradient (10−15), Marquardt adjustment parameter (101◦), and maximum number
of iterations (100). The parameters used for the NN modeling were chosen, optimized, and detailed in
Kira et al. [21]. During the optimization process the different activation transfer functions available in
MATLAB (purelin, log-sig, and tan-sig) were tested. The parameters presented here are the result of
the optimization process.

The nonlinear non-parametric SVM regression [41], a kernel function based machine
learning algorithm, is relatively new in the area of biophysical vegetation characteristics
estimation [6]. Camps-Valls et al. [42] used SVM regression together with a radial basis function
Kernel (K(xi,xj) = exp(−‖xi − xj‖2/(2σ2))) to retrieve ocean chlorophyll concentrations from satellite
remote sensing data. In the present study the SVM was tested with several kernel functions
(Gaussian, linear, and polynomials of different orders) and the best results were obtained with the
Gaussian function. Before using the SVM, the data were normalized (standardization using the mean
value and standard deviation), and the maximum number of iterations was set to 106.

The third technique used was the non-parametric MLR which is considered to be much simpler
than the machine learning techniques. The relationship between two or more explanatory variables
(reflectance in different spectral bands) and LAI was obtained by fitting a simple linear function.

The parametric regression used three different VIs together with simple linear regression to
estimate LAI. The tested VIs, which used reflectance in two spectral bands, were: normalized difference
ND = (ρλ1 − ρλ2)/(ρλ1 + ρλ2), ratio vegetation index RVI = (ρλ1/ρλ2), and wide dynamic range
vegetation index, WDRVI = (αρλ1 − ρλ2)/(αρλ1 + ρλ2) with α = 0.1 which has been found to be more
sensitive than NDVI to moderate-to-high LAI [43].
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The work flow of the data and analyses is shown in Figure 1. Two spectral datasets were used:
(a) hyperspectral reflectance, taken at close range, resampled to simulate spectral bands of sensors
(denoted by Sim); and (b) surface reflectance satellite products (denoted by Sat). In accord with the
datasets used, two types of models were developed for each technique: trained by simulated data
(denoted by Sim) and trained by satellite data (denoted by Sat). Thus, for each technique two models
of LAI estimation were developed:

Sim-Sat—models trained by simulated data and validated by satellite data.
Sat-Sat—models trained and validated by satellite data.
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Figure 1. Work flow of the data and analyses. Four techniques were employed: support vector
machines (SVM), neural network (NN), multiple linear regression (MLR), and vegetation indices (VI).
For each technique, two models were developed differing in terms of the data used for calibration:
Sim models based on hyperspectral data resampled to simulate spectral bands of satellite sensors,
and Sat models based on satellite surface reflectance products. Both models were validated using
satellite data.

For estimating LAI by the recently launched MSI Sentinel 2 and OLCI Sentinel 3, hyperspectral
reflectances taken at close range and resampled to simulate spectral bands of sensors were used for
calibration and validation.

The training process was similar for all four techniques: first a band combination was chosen
(during the study all the possible band combinations were tested). The dataset was subdivided into
10 random groups. Each band combination was tested 10 times using 10-fold cross- validation: each
time a different combination of 90% of the dataset (nine sub-groups) was used for training and the
unused 10% (one sub-group) formed the validation set. The newly-developed model, trained and
validated using the simulated data, was then used to estimate LAI from the satellite data.
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Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) was used as an error metric:

NRMSE =
1

(max(Meast)−min(Meast))
·
√

1
n
·

n

∑
t=1

(Meast − Predt)
2 (1)

where Meas denotes the measured green LAI, Pred denotes the predicted green LAI, and n is the
number of measurements.

Each technique was trained using all of the possible band combinations. The number of bands
used for training the non-parametric techniques varied from a single band up to the full set of bands
in each satellite.

The uninformative variable elimination by partial least squares (UVE-PLS) method was used to
identify informative spectral bands of TM/ETM+, MERIS and Sentinel 2. Each spectral band has a
reliability value cρ calculated on the basis of its regression coefficient in the model. The uninformative
bands are the ones with a lower absolute reliability coefficient [21,44–46]. The reliability parameter cρ
is obtained by dividing the mean regression coefficient (bρ) by the standard deviation of the regression
coefficient vector (std(bρ)):

cρ =
bρ

std(bρ)
(2)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Techniques and Analysis

The accuracies of LAI estimation in both crops, maize and soybean, combined by models trained
by simulated data and validated by satellite data (Sim-Sat), as well as trained and validated by satellite
data (Sat-Sat), are presented in Figure 2 for each technique (NN, SVM, MLR, and VI) and each sensor.
Among the VIs tested, WDRVI (α = 0.1) with NIR and either red (MODIS), green (Landsat), or red
edge (MERIS) bands was the most accurate for all three sensors.
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Figure 2. Normalized root mean square errors of green LAI estimation in maize and soybean taken
together and their standard deviations (bars) using four techniques (NN, SVM, MLR, and WDRVI) for
three satellite sensors: (A) MODIS 250 m resolution; (B) TM/ETM+; and (C) MERIS. Sim-Sat models
were trained by reflectance taken at close range resampled to simulate reflectance in spectral bands of
satellite sensors and validated by satellite surface reflectance products; Sat-Sat—models were trained
and validated by satellite surface reflectance products.

For MODIS 250 m resolution with two bands available, red and NIR, the models trained with
satellite data (Sat-Sat) had NRMSE below 15% for all the techniques (Figure 2A). SVM and NN had the
lowest NRMSE (below 13.5%).

Landsat data allowed for more accurate LAI estimation. Sat-Sat model using the SVM technique
was able to estimate LAI with NRMSE below 14%. Sat-Sat model with WDRVI (NIR and green bands)
had the lowest NRMSE (<13%).

The highest spectral resolution of the satellite data examined came from MERIS. The NRMSE of
the Sim-Sat and Sat-Sat models was substantially lower than those that used MODIS and Landsat data.
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The estimation error of the Sim-Sat model was below 13% while that of the Sat-Sat model was below
12%. The lowest NRMSE, less than 11.6%, was achieved by the NN technique followed closely by the
MLR, SVM, and WDRVI (with NIR and red edge spectral bands). The fact that vegetation indices are
not significantly outperformed by NN, MLR, and SVM indicates that the NIR and red edge spectral
bands contain most of the information necessary to estimate LAI in these crops.

The use of multiyear MERIS data for LAI estimation is instructive for assessment of expected
uncertainties of the recently launched OLCI Sentinel 3, which has band positions identical to MERIS,
as well as MSI Sentinel 2, which has bands quite similar to MERIS. The NRMSE of the model trained
and validated by data resampled to simulate reflectance in spectral bands of MERIS, MSI, and OLCI
(denoted by Sim-Sim) were calculated and compared with NRMSE of the Sim-Sat MERIS model that
was trained by simulated data and validated by MERIS surface reflectance products (Figure 3). NRMSE
of the Sim-Sat MERIS model was around 12.5% while NRMSE of the Sim-Sim MERIS model, when
NN and SVM techniques were used, was significantly lower—around 8% (Figures 2 and 3). Thus, it is
likely that the accuracy of LAI estimation by MSI Sentinel 2 and OLCI Sentinel 3 would be near the
NRMSE found for MERIS Sim-Sat (below 13%) and Sat-Sat (below 12%) models (Figure 2C). However,
the sample size of simulated data was much higher than satellite data and future studies are needed to
confirm this conclusion.
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Figure 3. NRMSE of green LAI estimation in both crops, maize and soybean, by models trained and
validated by MERIS satellite products, MERIS Sim-Sat, and trained and validated by reflectance data
taken at close range resampled to simulate reflectance in spectral bands of MERIS, MSI, and OLCI
(MERIS Sim-Sim, MSI Sim-Sim and OLCI Sim-Sim, respectively).

MODIS and TM/ETM+ estimates of green LAI for the two crops taken together were less accurate
than that of MERIS (Figure 2) due to differences in slopes of the relationships between the selected VI
and green LAI for maize and soybean (Figure 4 for WDRVI; the same was the case for other techniques
used—not shown). The MERIS red edge WDRVI was an accurate proxy of LAI: red edge WDRVI vs.
LAI relationships were not statistically different for maize and soybean at the 0.05 probability level
(p = 0.22, Figure 4B). This was not the case for MODIS; the relationships were significantly different
(p < 0.008, Figure 4A) and, thus, species-specific. However, the use of MODIS and TM/ETM+ data
allowed accurate assessment of green LAI in each crop separately (Table 2), confirming the results of
MODIS LAI estimates in maize [32,47].

Sim-Sat validation demonstrated the accuracy of the Sim model (developed using close range
data, Figure 1) for estimating LAI from satellite data. The Sim-Sat validation answered the question of
whether models developed using multiyear close range observations could be used for retrieval of
LAI from satellite data without re-parameterization. The results showed that the Sat model generally
yielded about 1% more accurate estimation than the Sim model. However, the accuracy of the Sim
model based on the use of vegetation indices with red edge bands (as in MERIS) was the same as that
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of the Sat model (Figure 2C). If these results would be confirmed using real Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3
data, it will allow for the use of a model based on close range data for retrieval LAI from MSI and
OLCI data.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 318  9 of 16 
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Figure 4. Relationships between (A) MODIS WDRVI and (B) MERIS WDRVI and green LAI in maize
and soybean. WDRVI was calculated using MODIS (red and NIR) and MERIS (red edge and NIR)
surface reflectance products. The number of points are summarized in Table 1.

Table 2. Normalized root mean square errors (in percent) of LAI estimation in maize and soybean
using four techniques (NN, SVM, MLR, and WDRVI) for two satellite sensors: MODIS 250 m resolution
and TM/ETM+. Sim-Sat—models trained by reflectance taken at close range resampled to simulate
reflectance in spectral bands of MODIS and TM/ETM+ and validated by satellite surface reflectance
product; Sat-Sat—models trained and validated by satellite surface reflectance product. Red WDRVI
was used for MODIS and green WDRVI for TM/ETM+.

MODIS TM/ETM+

Sim-Sat Sat-Sat Sim-Sat Sat-Sat

Maize

MLR 12.12 12.03 13.04 11.79
NN 15.84 11.55 13.10 10.55

SVM 15.90 11.52 12.94 10.36
WDRVI 13.52 12.60 12.52 11.12

Soybean

MLR 13.31 13.22 14.46 10.91
NN 14.57 13.01 10.49 10.81

SVM 14.24 13.10 10.52 11.33
WDRVI 13.44 13.20 12.39 11.55

3.2. Optimal Spectral Sampling

The information content of satellite data was assessed using the UVE-PLS reliability parameter:
a small absolute value of the reliability parameter indicates that the reflectance in this band is less
informative. Thus, uninformative or redundant spectral bands were identified for TM/ETM, MERIS,
and MSI. The main spectral features of the reliability parameters of all sensors were (a) small values
in the blue and red spectral regions; and (b) distinct peaks in the green, red edge, and NIR regions.
Low-reliability parameter values in the blue and the red are due to the strong saturation of reflectance
for LAI exceeding 2 and, thus, a decrease in the accuracy of the LAI estimation. The peaks in the green,
red edge, and NIR indicate that bands located in these spectral regions are more useful for estimating
LAI in the two crops taken together (Figure 5). The same features were found and discussed for the
reliability parameter spectrum of hyperspectral data taken at close range in Kira et al. [21].
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Figure 5. Reliability parameters calculated using the uninformative variable elimination partial least
squares technique for LAI estimation in maize and soybean combined plotted versus central wavelength
of spectral bands of (A) TM/ETM+; (B) MERIS; and (C) MSI. Reliability parameters were calculated
using TM/ETM+ and MERIS satellite data and simulated MSI data. For TM/ETM+ and MERIS surface
reflectance satellite products were used and for MSI data taken at close range was resampled to MSI
spectral bands.

The next step was the identification of the spectral bands retained by the different techniques
(NN, SVM, MLR, and VI). MODIS 250 m data contain reflectances in only two bands, while TM/ETM+
provided more possibilities for band selection. When only two spectral bands were allowed in the
model, all techniques selected green and NIR bands. Among the non-parametric regression techniques,
NN and SVM were the best—NRMSE of LAI estimation by both models, Sim-Sat and Sat-Sat, was
around 14.4%. The addition of a third band (in the blue region) only slightly decreased the NRMSE
(to 14%). When four bands were used (the fourth band was in the red region), NRMSE increased
(Figure 6) likely due to overfitting at the training stage.
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Figure 6. Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of green LAI estimation by NN with different
numbers of TM/ETM+ spectral bands used. The NRMSE by SVM was virtually the same as NN.
Wavelengths corresponding to the centers of the bands used are shown. Sim-Sat models were trained by
reflectances taken at close range and resampled to simulate TM/ETM+ bands and validated by surface
reflectance satellite products; Sat-Sat—trained and validated by surface reflectance satellite products.

Thus, for NN and SVM, three bands—red edge, NIR, and blue—were retained for green LAI
estimation in the two crops combined by TM/ETM+. The WDRVI with two bands, green and NIR,
was able to estimate the green LAI with the NRMSE below 13% (Figure 2B). Importantly, all four
techniques, NN, SVM, MLR, and WDRVI, selected the green and NIR bands. The selection of the
NIR band was not surprising: multiple scattering inside leaves and between leaves in the canopy
is the governing factor of reflectance in this spectral region, as documented in pioneering studies
(e.g., [48]). The green range of the spectrum was found to be more sensitive to moderate to high LAI
due to the much lower absorption coefficient of chlorophyll in the green than in the red region which
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prevents saturation of reflectance and provides deeper light penetration inside the leaves and canopy
(e.g., [49–53]). The increase in accuracy when a third, blue, band was added may be explained by the
high and similar (in both crops) sensitivity of blue reflectance to green LAI below 3 [21].

MERIS data has the highest spectral resolution of the satellite sensors examined; thus, it has the
widest set of possible spectral bands. The Sim-Sat model with MLR and SVM techniques allowed LAI
estimation with NRMSE below 13%. When the Sat-Sat model was used, the minimum NRMSE was
below 11.8% for all three techniques, MLR, SVM, and NN (Figure 7). To achieve this accuracy, SVM
used only two or three bands, and the addition of a fourth band decreased the accuracy. In contrast,
MLR reached maximal accuracy using five bands, and NN, six bands. However, when the fifth and
sixth bands were added the decrease in the NRMSE was very small (0.1%–0.25%). WDRVI with
two bands, red edge and NIR, was able to achieve a NRMSE = 12% and explained more than 83% of
LAI variation in the two crops taken together (Figures 2C and 4B).Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 318  11 of 16 
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Figure 7. NRMSE of green LAI estimation with different numbers of spectral bands used in MERIS
data by (A) multiple linear regression (MLR); (B) neural network (NN); and (C) support vector machine
(SVM) regression. Wavelengths corresponding to the centers of the bands used are shown. Each model
was trained and validated by different data: Sim-Sat model was trained by data taken at close range,
resampled to simulate spectral bands of MERIS and validated by MERIS surface reflectance products;
Sat-Sat—trained and validated by MERIS surface reflectance products.

For MSI, the NIR and red edge band centered at 705 nm were retained in all techniques (SVM, NN,
and MLR) when only two bands were allowed in the model (Figure 8). When three bands were used,
the retained bands were red edge (either 705 or 740 nm), NIR, and blue. The addition of a fourth band,
either the green or red edge at 740 nm, allowed for only slight decreases of the NRMSE from 8.5 to
8.3% for the NN and from 7.7% to 7.4% for the SVM. As in MERIS, the use of red edge and NIR bands
was mandatory for accurate green LAI estimation.
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Thus, three or four bands were sufficient to minimize the NRMSE of LAI estimation using
satellite data by both Sim and Sat models. However, several studies have shown that increasing the
number of bands above three or four did decrease the NRMSE of models trained and validated by
simulated or aircraft data—seven spectral bands were needed to achieve the minimal error by NN
using aircraft data [54], four to six (NN) and five to six (look up tables) band combinations using
simulated data and data taken at close range [12], and six bands were selected by NN from nine
synthetic bands [55]. Richter et al. [12] noted that while the results of selection analyses may depend
on the algorithms employed, generally, the optimal number of bands for estimation of LAI is around
six to eight. Moreover, they showed that the worst results were achieved through look up tables in
combination with a two-band arrangement. This is in contrast to results of the present study showing
that the two bands used by WDRVI were sufficient, achieving a NRMSE below 13% and 12% when
TM/ETM+ and MERIS satellite data were used, respectively.

This is an important point for future studies; our results showed that when models trained either
by simulated or satellite data were applied to satellite data (which is noisier than reflectance taken
at close range), increasing the number of bands beyond three or four did not substantially improve
estimation accuracy. An important implication, if this observation is confirmed in future studies, is that
the quality of the satellite surface reflectance product (as it was in MERIS) limits the accuracy of the NN
and SVM models for predicting LAI and, thus, the full potential of the multispectral sensors cannot be
exploited. Whether this is a consequence of uncertainties in atmospheric correction or angular effects
requires further investigation. Conversely, it may also be an artifact caused by the limited number of
samples used in this study for MERIS (75 images, Table 1). More study is needed to see how far this
finding can be pushed; i.e., whether or not it is apparent over other crops or in other locations.

Despite differing opinions concerning the importance of the red edge spectral region for LAI
estimation [56,57] our results, based on satellite data, suggest that the use of the red edge range is crucial
for obtaining the highest accuracies for LAI retrieval and its influence is more important than visible
bands. The selection of spectral bands by all techniques was consistent with spectral band selection for
foliar chlorophyll estimation performed by PROSPECT-5 ([58]). It is also consistent with the results of
Feilhauer et al. [59] using a multi-method ensemble that provides a robust selection of spectral bands
related to biochemical traits obtained for foliar chlorophyll content retrieval. Richter et al. [12,20]
showed, using simulated data taken at close range, that MSI NIR and red edge spectral bands provided
the most relevant information for LAI estimates. Weiss et al. [55], Bacour et al. [19], and Baret and
Buis [2] came to the same conclusion.

Further, the present band selection is in accord with results from many earlier studies (e.g., [49–52]),
observed that the reflectance in the region adjacent to the red chlorophyll absorption band (around
670 nm) becomes insensitive at moderate-to-high chlorophyll content (closely related to the green LAI)
and the green range should be used for high-density vegetation [49,50,52]. The present results also
support previous findings that the reflectance in the red edge region is strongly related to foliar and
canopy chlorophyll content (e.g., [50,57,60–65]).

4. Conclusions

Models for accurate green LAI estimation using MODIS, Landsat, and MERIS data in
two contrasting crops, maize and soybean, not requiring separate parameterization for each species,
were developed. Multiple techniques, NN, SVM, MLR, and VI, were used to identify optimal spectral
bands using either hyperspectral data taken at close range and resampled to spectral bands of satellite
sensors or surface reflectance satellite products.

The selection of spectral bands agreed well with known absorption features of crops in a wide
range of LAI variation. The band selection was consistent across the techniques used (NN, SVM,
MLR) and the first two bands selected for each technique coincided with bands selected for vegetation
indices. The agreement of different techniques to select a robust set of spectral bands related to green
LAI, depending on the foliar trait (pigment content and composition) and structural trait (leaf area), is
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notable. The models applied to MERIS data consistently selected bands from the NIR and the red edge
regions. When red edge bands were not available (as in Landsat TM/ETM+), the bands in the NIR and
the green regions were selected. Across the multiyear datasets tested, each of the wavebands in these
regions was selected consistently for each crop, maize and soybean, and in both crops combined.

The results of this study show that a multi-technique test provides a robust and consistent selection
of spectral bands related to LAI estimation. Accurate satellite estimation of LAI across two contrasting
crops was achieved by the MERIS with NRMSE below 12%. Hence, the spectral bands of MSI and
OLCI bring valid information for LAI estimation. However, the retrieval accuracy of 10% for LAI
targeted for the Sentinel 2 mission [66] was not achieved. For crops with photosynthetic stems, the
inclusion of additional canopy components may improve accuracy towards reaching this goal.

A significant feature of this study is that the training and validation of the models was performed
for different crops through a complete seasonal lifecycle (i.e., over the entire growing season).
The results represent real crops with known pigment content, composition, green LAI, and their
vertical distributions inside the canopy. The data may be used as a case study for comparison with
radiative transfer model simulations of canopy reflectance in contrasting crops. To the best of our
knowledge, the present study is one of the first where different models were trained by data taken
during ten growing seasons in maize and soybean of different varieties under irrigated and rainfed
conditions, different soil backgrounds (till vs. no till), and rotation of crops vs. continuous planting.
Given that these crops have different photosynthetic pathways (C3 vs. C4), leaf structures (dicot vs.
monocot) and canopy architectures (a heliotropic leaf angle distribution vs. a spherical leaf angle
distribution), they cover a large spectrum of biophysical conditions. It would be of great interest for a
further study to compare LAI estimation by the models presented here and by, e.g., a NN model based
on data simulated by radiative transfer models (e.g., [12,19]). Such a study would give important
insights into the realism of the pigmentation, leaf reflectance, and canopy structural properties that are
assumed by such radiative transfer models.
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